TESEV GOOD GOVERNANCE DEBATES

On the Spatial and Legal Problems
That Will Arise After Zoning Amnesty
TESEV Good Governance Debates aims to share with the public, different opinions and recommendations on issues that are under TESEV’s working areas

The resurfacing of ‘populist’ legal arrangements such as
raises for civil servants and pensioners, minimum wage
policies, paid military service and debt restructuring that
carry along vote potential are a strange tradition of our
country’s politics. Zoning Peace is a legal arrangement
that was part of the omnibus bill passed in the run up to
the 24 June elections. As the 2018 version of zoning
amnesties which have been recurring throughout
Turkey’s urban history and creating spatial and legal
chaos by redefining zoning rights, it has taken its place in
the urban planning dictionary. What will then be the
practical outcome of this new edition zoning amnesty?

In effect since 18 May 2018, the new zoning amnesty bill
aims to “register buildings that are undocumented or
against licensing conditions and establish zoning peace”,
and covers buildings that “have been built before 31
December 2017 against relevant legislature and legal
framework”. Upon completion of application for
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unlicensed buildings or buildings lacking requisite
permits, the palliative Building Registration Certificate is
issued and thus, peace amongst relevant parties is
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established. Of course the peace is not for free; it comes
with a cost. In a statement last month, Minister of
Environment and Urbanization, Murat Kurum stated (1)
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Certificate, issued for a price – can that be a matter of
rational urban planning? Let’s try to answer this question
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in sections, keeping in mind the impending local
elections.

What does the Building
Registration Certificate stand for?
The Building Registration Certificate, akin to the past
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economic lifespan of buildings that hold the Building
Registration Certificate. These variations will mean that
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until the building completes its economic lifespan. In
other words, the buildings concerned will be able to
use their new rights until demolished for whatever
reason.

Building Registration Certificate
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Buildings which are against zoning
Buildings with construction servitude but with no condominium
New buildings that have not been able to get a permit for various reasons
Housing Cooperatives against zoning legislation, with extra floors and flats
Annexes that are part of the independent sections of buildings with permits
Buildings with functions not defined within zoning
Unregistered buildings
Solar Power Plants
Prefabricated buildings
Buildings with the land allocation certificate
Buildings shown as social facilities in zoning but have not been built as such
Buildings against the setback distances as specified in the zoning legislation
Buildings completed as of 31 December 2017, with incomplete plastering and painting
Cottages built on registered land with no license or against the licensing agreement
Buildings on immovable properties of the Treasury or on 2B lands
Buildings against zoning and that have been sealed by the relevant municipality
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The right to use the buildings for the duration of the building’s economic lifespan
The right to transfer from construction servitude to condominium, and the right to
change types
Cancellation of the decision to demolish, as per Housing Legislation, and
cancellation of administration fees
The right to access water, electricity and natural gas services
The right to apply for business license
Rights regarding selling and lending
The right to purchase immovable properties of the Treasury

Table 1: The buildings covered and the rights defined by the Building Registration Certificate
*Prepared using data compiled by Ministry of Environment and Urbanization: https://imarbarisi.csb.gov.tr/

A Situation Assessment in Terms
of Spatial Protection Principles
There exist numerous legal arrangements that seek to
limit Turkey’s housing legislation and activities from a
conservation point of view. Housing activities are
subject to substantive limitations by Conservation Law
Bosphorus Law No. 2960, as well as myriad legislations
and international agreements on wetlands, wild life,
biological diversity and environmental values. A glance
at failed cases in conservation shows how these legal
tools, incredibly detailed and seemingly effective on
paper, have been sidestepped by loopholes and
economic incentives. Though the situation had been far
from perfect, it is safe to say that zoning amnesty has
sidestepped conservation laws en masse: Building
Registration Certificate has gained a legal status totally
exempt from this legal framework.
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No. 2863, Coastal Law No. 3621, Forest Law No. 6831,

Building Registration
Certificate
Buildings associated with the private property of a
third party
Buildings on Treasury land provided for the purpose
of social facilities
Buildings in special lands detailed in the
provisional Article 16 of Housing Law No. 3194
Buildings that occupy certain parts of the
Bosphorus coastal strip and the preview area as
specified in Bosphorus Law
Buildings that occupy certain parts of the Historical
Peninsula in İstanbul
1Buildings in Historical Area defined under Article
2(e) of Law on Creation of Directorate of Çanakkale
Wars Gelibolu Historical Area No. 6546

We can see on Table 1 that the range of buildings
eligible for the Building Registration Certificate is
incredibly wide. On Table 2 we can see which
unregistered buildings are excluded from Zoning
Table 2: Buildings which are not covered by the zoning amnesty
*Prepared using data compiled by Ministry of Environment and Urbanization:
https://imarbarisi.csb.gov.tr/

Peace.
When the list of excluded areas are examined, it
becomes apparent that there are no exceptions made

thus asserting the supremacy and binding force of the
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activities and Article 56 of health services and
protection of the environment.

Constitutional and
Legal Framework

Zoning Peace in Terms of
Disaster Risks

Besides zoning law and relevant legislation mentioned

The law’s main purpose as stated in its text is, “in

above, zoning amnesty also needs to be explored in

preparation for disaster risks, to register buildings

terms of Constitutional law. The Union of Chambers of

which are unlicensed or against licensing conditions”.

Turkish Engineers and Architects has stated that

The transfer of revenues made from applications to

“Constitutional provisions are foundational legal rules

urban regeneration projects is described in the

that bind legislative, executive and judicial branches,

provisional Article 16 of Zoning Law as follows:

administrative authorities and other agencies and
persons. Laws cannot be against the Constitution”,

“Finance Minister is authorized to allocate funds to
Ministry’s budget as per Law No. 6306. These funds are
utilized through transfers to regeneration project
special budgets.” But there exist no intermediary
mechanisms for measuring the condition or durability
of certificated buildings against disasters. When we
consider the fact that the building that has been
granted amnesty is an unlicensed one, it stands a high
chance that the provisional permit, issued on the basis
of declaration, will have been issued for a high risk
building. This means that, contrary to the aims
of Disaster Law No. 6306, many of unregulated
buildings which have received no engineering or
architectural support will be legalized.

Concluding
The scope of the amnesty law called Zoning Peace is
incredibly wide. This wideness gets in the way of talking
through first the provisional gains by citizens who, in
using their rights, have been struggling for shelter, as
well as minor conflicts that could not be worked out for
technical and legal reasons but which will be resolved
with the law. Undoubtedly, this article would have
looked differently if the law was narrower in scope, did
not threaten the space or natural and cultural
thresholds, or deepen social injustices and inequalities.
The 8 million applications submitted thus far will most
likely reach 10 million by 31 December 2018. In order to

Conflict of Authority between
Central and Local Government
Zoning Peace and the related Building Registration
Certificate are managed by Ministry of Environment and
Urbanization. However, country-wide zoning authority
is, save for exceptions, within local governments. The
spatial correspondence of new rights brought about by
8 million applications and tracking the new
circumstances will require significant cooperation
between institutions. Moreover, they will necessitate
comprehensive revisions in spatial plans, just like they
do in conservation areas. Considering the rights defined
in the Building Registration Certificate and their
provisional status, one must expect many technical and
legal problems which cannot be foreseen in a mediumterm spatial plan. In short, urban planners in the public
and private sectors, legal experts, authorities and of
course, politicians will need to think through the side
effects of the 2018 edition Zoning Peace for long years
to come. The reason for the local election reminder at
the beginning stems precisely from here.

Sale of
Treasury Land and Property
The law does not only legalize unstable buildings which
are against zoning. With it, the sale of Treasure and
municipality land and property, which should be
utilized for the public good, also begins. While the
Building Registration Certificate is limited by the
economic lifespan of the building, the supply of the
land or property on which the unlicensed building
stands may render the zoning demand permanent.

evaluate comprehensively the possible implications of
zoning amnesty, the content of the building
registration system must be turned into detailed data,
which must then be made public by the Ministry.
Zoning amnesties, which first became public debate in
1948, have regained ground throughout the years in
different forms, and sustained conflicts that still have
not been solved to this day (6). These are news that the
last one, too, will sustain similar results into the future,
leaving a complicated and permanent layer in the
spatial and legal framework.
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